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There have been several attempts to support political engagement through novel social media services.
While the political nature of any technologies is widely acknowledged in human-computer interaction, such
considerations have been less studied when designing for political engagement in social media services.
We used speculative design probes to gauge how political elites perceive alternative social media interfaces
designed to increase media diversity and decrease political polarisation. We show how elites’ reactions to
design probes could be rooted into party ideologies. Based on these, we discuss directions how social media
services could be designed. Our underlying contribution is wider. We show how studying elites can provide
insights about politics embedded into proposed novel social media services for political engagement. Second,
we demonstrate what elites’ perspective provide fruitful way to expand and rethink concepts that have been
used to study ordinary people before. Finally, we discuss potential challenges of replacing economic interests
with political interest in social media service design and provide a richer account on the discussion about
social media regulation. Therefore, we pave the way to more research to critically study elites within social
computing scholarship and highlight the importance of understanding political motivations which can guide
the development of social media.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Citizens are using social media services to access news media on current events [e.g., 37], com-
municate with politicians [e.g., 44, 45, 104] and express and discuss about political opinions [e.g.,
18, 42, 59]. However, there are many limitations in computer-mediated communication which
limit its utility for democracy [among many others 7, 9, 17]. Motivated by this, human-computer
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interaction scholars have investigated novel digital interfaces to mitigate political polarization
and balance news diets [e.g., 30, 35, 36, 71–73, 85] and more inclusive and constructively oriented
spaces for argumentation-based discussion [e.g., 53–55, 90].
However, this extensive literature has not been open about its normative assumptions and
embedded values. Digital systems always express their creators’ values and political positions
[80, 111]. This is also well established in human–computer interaction, where many approaches
have been developed to make values visible in design and development. For example, participatory
and value-driven design approaches seek to bring these issues to the forefront of technology
development [11, 34, 70]. Furthermore, recent critical scholarship in human–computer interaction
explicitly calls out political implications of technologies [for example 51]. Against this observation,
it is surprising that the topic is less heavily discussed when examining how social media services
could better serve political discussion and functioning democracy. Values are present in these cases
as well, as there are several different normative frameworks about democracy and “good” political
participation [for review of HCI research on political participation, see 76].
We engage with the political nature of interfaces used for political engagement and content
consumption through political elite interviews. In human-computer interaction research, research
on political participation has centred around citizen perspective [76]. Recently scholars such as
McDonald and Mazmanian [66] have shown design impacts also more elite political participation.
Second, we see studying political elites’ perceptions as a vital way to bring to the forefront the
different values embedded in digital systems due to their deep engagement with political ideologies
and values. Finally, we highlight that political elites have a special role in shaping technologies and
infrastructures, inviting closer study of their reasoning as it could have democratic implications [75].
Our overall aim is to study up: examine how political elites understand and evaluate social media
services and based on that discuss potential implications to democracy. Specially, we examine how
they perceive potential directions to mitigate political polarization through advanced speculative
design probes. In our analysis, we tease out differences emerging from interviewees’ political
party. We identify how political parties’ values, voters’ positions and parties’ historical context
may explain these differences. Furthermore, we seek to understand what concerns emerge among
political elites when designing for communication. We will examine what elites’ perspectives reveal
to us about limitations on the concepts developed and used mainly in studies of non-political elites.
This paper first lays out related work from science and technology studies, design scholarship and
human–computer interaction to position this work. Following this, we provide a detailed description
of our context, interview process and design prototypes. In Findings, we first explain how our
interviewed political elites received and understood the participation in speculative design work,
discuss differences in intervention mechanisms and then more broadly on values, and explicate
specific concerns political elites have about these interfaces. Based on these results, we conclude
our work by speaking about challenges which emerge when we acknowledge the political nature
of interfaces for politics and discuss what to consider when working with political elites.
2 RELATEDWORK
Through a brief review of classical literature, we first establish that technologies are never value-
free and introduce some commonly used approaches which are used to account this in design
and human–computer interaction scholarship. Following this, we show how research originating
interfaces for politics have values embedded in their work as well, but these are not extensively
discussed in the papers. We show this is the case for both when developing novel tools for political
discussion and attempts to decrease political polarisation. Finally, we summarise the key findings
and formulate our research questions.
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2.1 Values, technology and design
It is widely acknowledged that technologies are never value free [among many others 80, 111].
Winner [111] claims that technologies can order and govern human activity through particular
designs. Beyond this perspective, Winner [111] also argues that technologies can be compatible with
a certain type of social and political relationships. Therefore, technologies should be understood
with reference to the social actors able to influence which designs and arrangements are chosen.
Regardless of the type of political properties, politics and values are embedded in technologies,
consciously or unconsciously, a perspective that Nissenbaum [80] has emphasized. In organizational
settings, these values have been studied with technology frames that concern the assumptions,
expectations and knowledge organisation members use to understand technologies used in the
organization [82]. The values may conflict across different user groups within an organization
depending on how they frame technologies to understand them.
As values are abstract, making them visible can be difficult for scholars and practitioners. Fur-
thermore, values are contested and contextual by nature and defined by nations, societies, cultures,
and communities – not universal. Embodying values to technical designs then requires technical,
philosophical, and empirical understanding of values [e.g., 34, 49]. We identify different broad
approaches starting from older design methods to contemporary design, which seek to address
these values during a product development process.
Similar to Winner’s ideas [111], Value Sensitive Design is grounded on the idea that a particular
technology is more suitable to certain activities and supports certain values while making other
activities and values more difficult to realize [for a summary, see 34]. Value Sensitive Design
presents a tripartite methodology consisting of conceptual, empirical and technical investigations
to account for human values systematically throughout the design process.
Participatory design approaches have also acknowledged the political qualities of technologies
Since its explicitly political roots in the Scandinavianworkplace democracymovement, participatory
design has endorsed the idea of democratization of design by bringing those affected by it as part
of the design process. These perspectives reflect the political conviction that instead of consensus,
controversy should be expected around technical design [11]. Traditionally, this has been tried to
reach by bringing the end users as part of the design processes to take into account the variety of
perspectives and therefore, improve products [70].
More recently, scholars have suggested widening the perspectives of participation. Instead of
focusing only on the technology and its explicit end-users at the time, recent research has suggested
considering design as participation to heterogeneous socio-material assemblages [11, 61]. This also
means moving from particular process-oriented thinking to think of design as infrastructuring. This
means that instead of treating designed systems as fixed products, design is addressed as an ongoing
process of creating socio-technical resources enacting adaptation and appropriation beyond the
initial design process and participants present during it [27, 95] . The idea of infrastructuring
emphasizes that in addition to considering the present participants, design should also consider
how it might enable new types of use and participation and what other consequences there might
occur in the future.
These approaches have been used in wide research cases, including workplace contexts and
technologies for children. Recently the focus has turned to actively seek the political effects of
technologies and research of digital civics. Scholars have studied and designed digital technologies
to support public service provision and improve relationships between citizens and public officials
[among many others 4, 5, 24, 60, 62]. Researchers have asked, following participatory design
tradition, how citizens participate constantly in the design, creation and maintainance publics
or even the society via digital technologies. According to Le Dantec [61], people are not bound
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together by identity politics in these publics. Therefore, instead of common goals and beliefs, there
are conflicting values and perspectives on the shared issues and set of conditions [27, 28, 61]. For
example, in adversarial design, DiSalvo [29] has emphasized this with agonism of design; design
and designed things can work as a site of pluralism and contestation of political values. Similarly,
speculative design scholars have highlighted this kind of multiplicity by involving and empowering
people with different background as part of co-design of speculative futures [2, 13, 105]. These
perspectives emphasize that design should be engaged with all of the multiple subjectivities and
forms of participation within the public. These efforts bridge together previous work in design and
current interests and calls to engage with the wider society and achieve societal impact through
our work.
2.2 Improving political discussions through digital interfaces
Social computing and human-computer interaction researchers have extensively studied online
spaces for political discussion. For example, they have conducted observational studies on political
discussions in online space, such as explorations on social media discussions during elections [115]
or discussions and engagement on platforms for civic engagement [1]. Other scholars have taken
more design-oriented approaches, asking how online spaces could even further support political
discussions. These studies have often focused on suggesting or evaluating novel design directions
for online spaces, which we now briefly review.
Semaan and colleagues identified issues related to the fragmentation of online spaces for polit-
ical discussions and work people engage to curate or create spaces in social media for political
discussions [89–91]. Based on those, they propose design directions for online platforms, such as
diversifying information display beyond the usual contact network to increase the visibility of
different perspectives and improving identity management for more reasoned discussion. They
envision that a platform could aggregate several social media services together and connect people
across platforms.
While Semaan’s work was focused on social media platforms, Kriplean et al. [54, 55] focused on
the more formal political discussion taking place in ConsiderIt, a platform they designed. Their
platform seeks to help people to outline the pros and cons of the issue under investigation. These
issues can be discussed and elaborated among the users, allowing detailed examination of the issue
and various aspects related to it. The overall goal is that participants can consider their position
in the issue and find elaborated perspectives through the structured process. While a completely
different user interface paradigm, systems like Deliberatorium [53] show a similar idea of providing
structured discussion to help participants to thoughtfully engage issues.
Others have engaged the problem of a lack of respectful language in online spaces. Initial
results suggest that CAPTCHAs can be used to prime commenters towards more positive and
respectful tones [88]. Similarly, previous content visible can prime how participants engage in
political discussion [99]. Furthermore, political scientists have highlighted how platform designs,
such as advertising and affordances, may have positive or negative effects on political discussions
[17, 48, 65].
All of these proposed systems embed normative assumptions on how political discussion should
take place (recall, that technology is not neutral). These scholars suggest that in an ideal discussion,
participants would engage in information-driven discussions, where other perspectives and persons
are treated with high respect [89–91]. Similarly, they call out the importance of listening to other
participants and engaging in dialogues [54, 55, 88, 99]. These ideas follow Habermas’ influential
theory of public sphere and deliberative democracy [for summaries, see 20, 74, 87]. However, the
theory is normative. That is, it describes a perspective of how political discussion ought to take
place, but many scholars are doubtful if such conditions have existed or can exist [for summaries,
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see 74, 87]. Therefore, when developing such systems researchers seek to promote these values
through technological interventions. The values are also manifested when researchers analyse the
impacts of these technologies. However, from a different normative frameworks the critique of the
design and even interpretation of outcomes would be clearly different [79].
2.3 Mitigating political polarization through digital interfaces
Another area where human-computer interaction researchers have engaged in politics is systems
aimed to decrease political polarization in online spaces. In part, the open question if social
media and its algorithms contribute to political polarization and decrease media diversity [for
discussion on this topics and conflicting perspectives, see 9, 33, 67, 84]. Mitigation attempts have
focused on presenting alternative viewpoints. The Balancer [71–73] and NewsCube [85] both
provided alternative viewpoints of a news story to the audiences. Similarly, scholars have suggested
that recommending people with opposite perspective for discussions or following may mitigate
polarization [among others 30, 35, 36].
However, it is unclear if these approaches could mitigate polarization. Nelimarkka et al. [77]
in their critical reflection highlight how the common design agenda in polarization mitigation
has been increasing contact across polarized groups. Their work in highly polarized social media
discussions shows that such discussion may drive antisocial behaviors. Similarly, Bail et al. [8]
show that recommending content from the opposite perspective can increase political polarization,
while others suggest that such backfiring might not occur [113].
Based on all these findings, it seems that we do not yet have the best design strategy to mitigate
political polarization. For this work, we highlight that the common design agenda–focused to
increase interaction and knowledge flow across polarized groups–pushes for particular values of
political engagement. In this case, we also see that the common design agenda presents visions of
how political discussion ought to take place in mediated space.
2.4 Summary
Researchers across design, sociology, and human–computer interaction have acknowledged that
technologies are not neutral, but rather have values embedded in them. Researchers working on
more community-orientated digital civics tools have similarly acknowledged this as well and sought
to use design approaches which bring up values [among many others 4, 5, 24, 60, 62].
However, we see less of such engagement when digital tools are developed to support polit-
ical participation at a national or even global level; such as social media and online discussion
forum designs. Even when using strongly normative theories (such as Habermas’ public sphere),
researchers often fail to acknowledge the limits and challenges emerging from their normative
assumptions. Similarly, particular values such as openness to alternative information sources can
drive the research and design agendas and thus limit the design space. These can challenge how
human–computer interaction scholars and practitioners can address issues related to political
discussion in online spaces.
These values–like other values in our society–are open for political debate and discussion. We
examine how political elite perceives different design approaches to support political discussion in
social media services. The elite perspective is vital due to their powerful position in our society, they
define new legislation and rules, navigate differences in values at societal level, and are important
in building media agenda. In our case, they could explicitly regulate social media services on how to
mitigate polarisation–and in some cases companies have asked for politicians to define a potentially
conflicted concepts, such as hate speech. However, political elites are less studied, as most scholars
in human–computer interaction seem to focus on a citizen perspective [76]. Our work contributes
to emerging literature in human–computer interaction focusing on political elites as information
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and communication technology users and designers [rare but recent examples, see 66]. We see that
studying political elites supplements the citizen-based understanding of use and design of online
spaces for political engagement and discussion.
Our analysis is to find if members of different political party elites have differences about the
design opportunities. In particular, we seek to identify differences which stem from political parties
ideologies and technological frames which emerge in discussion [82]. If successful, this work will
call out the political nature of interfaces used for political engagement. Our research is guided through
the following research questions:
RQ1 How do political elites react to different design probes and their intervention mechanisms
aim at mitigating political polarisation?
RQ2 How do these reactions relate to underlying values and ideologies political elites and their
parties have?
These research questions require a basic background on party politics and its academic literature.
To ensure that this literature is connected with our case, we will discuss this literature together
when describing the research context (Section 3.1). Finally, as observed the scholarship has mostly
had a citizen-centric view on interfaces for politics. We focus on a novel user group: political elites
and ask
RQ3 What can political elites inform us about designing social media services?
3 DATA AND METHODS
We conducted semi-structured interviews among twelvemembers of the parliament or party officials
chosen by political parties to examine how they perceive social media for political communication
and how they react to different design opportunities to influence such communication. We used a
set of eight design probes to engage them with alternative visions about the political discussions in
social media. These interviews were then analysed using inductive qualitative analysis procedure.
Next, we discuss the Finnish political context, the data collection process and design probes used
during the data collection, as well as the data analysis process. Motivated by our research questions,
the focus in this work has been to examine how the interviewees’ perspectives of the design probes
and interfaces differ due to their political perspectives.
3.1 Research context
Our choice to conduct this study in the Finnish context emerges from three factors present in Finnish
society: first, political polarisation and strongly biased media outlets are rather novel phenomena
in the society, second, Internet and social media use are high enough to make social media services
relevant in political debate and last, its multiparty system allows versatile perspectives to co-exist
and emerge in response to our research questions.
Finnish social and technology context. As aNordic state, Finland has historically been characterized
by a lack of contentious politics whereby few issues have polarized the public. Finland has been
resilient toward political polarization. First, the country is characterized by high societal trust [21].
Second, the multiparty system requires political parties to co-operate. Furthermore, the country
has high ethnic homogeneity and is characterized by Nordic values which manifest as high societal
trust, including high trust among citizens and between citizens and the government [21]. The high
ethnic homogeneity stands out even within several European counterparts and Nordic nations.
Furthermore, Finnish politics has been consensus-driven and corporatist, that is, political parties
and trade unions have negotiated together when larger social changes have been implemented.
Their degree makes Finland different from other European and Nordic nations. These factors would
contribute to a decrease of political polarization and provide a different historical context for
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Acronym Name Seats Founded in Core ideology
CD (1) Christian Democrats 5 1958 Christian democracy, social conser-
vatism
CP (2) Centre Party 31 1906 Centrism, Liberal conservatism,
Agrarianism
FP (1) Finns Party 39 1995 Right-wing populism, Finnish na-
tionalism
GP (2) Green Party 20 1987 Green politics, Social liberalism
LA (1) Left Alliance 16 1990 Democratic socialism
MN (0) Movement Now 1 2018 Market liberalism, Direct democ-
racy
NCP (2) National Coalition Party 38 1918 Liberal conservatism
SDP (2) Social Democratic Party 40 1899 Social democracy
SPP (1) Swedish People’s Party 10 1906 Social liberalism, Swedo-Finnish
interests
Table 1. Summary of party information. First column indicates acronym used in this study and number or
interviewees from each party.
polarization. Indeed, few issues have polarized the Finnish public at a national level historically.
That said, recent developments of immigration and an increase in asylum-seekers has increased
polarization across the nation [10, 109]. This can be in part connected to the global increase of
political populism [26, 58, 109, 114] and the importance of this issue to one political party [57].
The Internet is used on a daily basis by 79% of the population, 74% of people use it to read the
news, 47% use social media services daily, and 11% use this channel for political or civic purposes.
This said we acknowledge that social media use is somewhat biased towards people under 55, the
more educated, and people in urban areas [96]. The most frequently used sources for political
information are television news (considered a highly important or important politics-information
source by 58% of citizens) and the newspaper (44%). The major news sources aim to provide high-
quality journalistic products and have agreed to follow ethics guidelines for journalism. Strongly
biased media sites are not part of Finland’s mainstream media, nor do the main media outlets
openly espouse any political stances. Social media channels serve as a major venue for political
information for approximately 15% of the citizens [43]. This level of allows us to study social media
and polarization in the first place.
Finnish political context. Finland uses a multi-party system and in December 2019 Ministry of
Justice’s list of registered parties had 18 political parties. From these 18 parties, nine parties have
representatives in the parliament and five are currently part of the coalition government. Today,
there exist four political issues that serve to divide the public: support for traditional values, cultural
and social diversity, economic freedom, and economic equality [e.g., 110]. Still, these issues do
not typically form strong dividing lines, since citizens can at the same time support economic
freedom and economic equality [83, 101, 102, 110]. However, through analysis of voters’ responses
to attitude questions, each of the parties can be clearly distinguished (Figure 1) even when there is
an overall trend of declining party identification [25]. To illustrate these aspects, Figure 1 positions
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Fig. 1. Positions of political parties based on votes’ responses in 2015 elections. Based on Westinen et al.
[110].
the eight parties across these axis.1 Similarly, the parties are divided by their stance on social and
cultural diversity, focusing on traditional values or increasing national diversity in Finland.
The existence of nine parties suggests that the traditional spectrum of economics and freedoms
itself is not sufficient to capture differences between these parties [as suggested in political sciences,
see 46, 1–24]. Indeed, each of the eight parties has key issues which characterize them beyond
these two dimensions [see Table 1 for details and for a more extensive account, please refer to
68, 100]. Following Downs et al. [31] Economic Theory of Democracy, new parties emerge if the
established parties do not cover the whole ideological spectrum. This has been the case with the
Green Party, Left Alliance, Christian Democrats and Finns Party. Furthermore, the Finns Party has
characteristics similar to populist parties currently emerging in Europe: they have had a influential
position in Finnish politics for less than ten years.
This said, parties are transforming from class or socio-economic status parties to catch-all-parties,
seeking to become relevant to larger voter pools [e.g., 56, 64]. This is also true in Finland [100].
Another trend in party development has been from elite or mass parties to cartel parties [50].
For example, historically Social Democratic Party is driven by mass mobilization around suffrage
and identity, therefore being a mass party – and National Coalition Party focused on smaller and
more elitist politics. However, today parties instead seek to focus to limit the emergence of new
parties through strategically seeking their ideologies. These developments are partly fueled by the
professionalization of politics, leading to fewer grassroots and more centralized party organizations
[32, 100]. This is the case also with Finnish political parties [3, 57]. However, the historic roots are
1 We agree with Heywood [46, 18]: “such spectrums raise difficulties because they tend to simplify and generalize highly
complex set of political ideas.” For an international audience, this provides a general overview of the Finnish party system,
but as we show with Table 1, more detailed account is needed to understand the differences between these parties.
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visible in the current values these parties focus on; and thus, are valuable in the interpretation of
the findings.
3.2 Data collection and Analysis
Interviewee selection. We interviewed 12 actors from eight established Finnish political parties.
This included two interviews from Center Party, Green Party, Social Democratic Party and National
Coalition party (total of eight interviewees), and a single interviewees from Christian Democrats,
Finns Party, Left Alliance, and Swedish People’s Party.2. The differences is numbers of actors per
each party relate to party size (see Table 1 for number of seats). In Finland this has direct implications
to the resources as the public funding of political parties used to run the party organization depends
on the number of seats in the parliament. Larger parties have larger main offices and, on that
account, they have potentially more perspectives on these issues. Therefore, for parties with more
than 20 MPs, we asked the party offices to recommend two persons, while for parties with fewer
MPs we only asked for one participant.
Participants were recruited by contacting the party head office and asking them to propose
potential participants for a study on social media discussions. We believe that this process allowed
each of the parties to choose a representative party considered to be most relevant for this study,
either representing party’s values and politics well, or being a party “spoke person” for academic
studies like this. Based on the correspondence, parties seemed to highlight the experience of their
proposed candidates in social media communication, thus suggesting they found the importance
of domain experience important. This recruitment strategy lead to a range of interviewees as
different political parties proposed different actors: two were Members of the Parliament, one
worked as assistant to the Members of the Parliament, and nine worked in the party head office
in communications or political strategy functions, usually as head of communications or senior
political strategy functions.3 Due to the relatively small number of potential participants, we will
not provide more detailed demographics on our interviewees – it might make them identifiable in
Finnish society.
This selection process ensured that all actors were affiliated with one of the parties and were
familiar with party political positions, but also internal discussions, best practices and other
insight knowledge as well. Furthermore, the professional role of each actor involved engaging with
political discussions of social media by carrying out political communications or participating in
political debates on different social media platforms. Therefore, they had first-hand experiences
on the opportunities and challenges of social media discussions as well. Furthermore, they all had
necessarily background to discuss about technology design.
Interview procedure. The interviews were semi-structured and consisted of four sections. The
first two focused on providing us with the background of participants and their experiences. In the
first section, we asked how participants and their party engages with political discussions of social
media. In the second section, we asked questions to understand the ideal forms in the political
discussions in social media and what possibilities and challenges social media produces for the
representatives of political parties and for citizens. This study focuses on the third section. We
asked the participants to comment on the eight different design probes (presented below) which
2 See Table 1 for details on parties, we will use indicated party acronyms through the text. We excluded Movement Now,
which had currently one MP because compared to older political parties, the new party did not have clear settled political
status in the Finnish political landscape. We attempted to gain two interviews from the Finns Party, but due to time
restrictions, this was not possible.
3 Note that the interviewee pool at elite level is small: even in large parties, the party head offices are usually around 20
persons for largest parties.
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sought to support discussion about political news in social media. In particular, we requested the
participants to (1) comment on what effects each probe could produce for political discussions, (2)
what they understood to be designers’ goals with each of the probes and (3) how their party might
react to these probes and values and goals they presented. Each probe was presented separately
and the interviewer asked all three questions for each probe. In the last section, we asked questions
on the values in the political discussions of social media and perspectives of the regulation of social
media platforms.
We chosen to use design probes, based on existing social media interface, as forms of provocative
statements, which elicited reactions from interviewees. The eight design probes were non-functional
user interface sketches, which manifested different approaches on how to mitigate online polarisa-
tion. Similar probes have been used previously to engage participants to reflect on the social and
political impacts of new and emerging technologies [15, 78, 112]. As we have argued, these design
probes are not value-free, but manifest different values [similar to all technologies, e.g., 15, 80, 111].
Design probes should be seen as low fidelity prototypes which allowed us to examine perceived
roles as well as ideal roles technology ought to have in relation to polarisation [47, 63]. Therefore,
the design probes allowed us to analyse socio-political values that surround technology use and
design that might impact how people perceive and use socio-technical systems. Our use of design
probes as part of the study is inspired by previous work on design fiction and speculative design
[e.g., 6, 12]. There are many approaches within this broad design approach [14]: some use such
tools as a tool for critique [e.g., 86], others use the approach to engage with users in a research
through design-settings [2], and some to understand potential futures. In our work, the probes
act as a tool for theory-driven understanding of today; similar to value statements used in social
sciences, our probes are crafted to express provocative statements which are used in the interview
process [78, 92, 107]. We see the probes as tools used to support the interview process. Therefore,
our probes are not presentations about the future, dystopian, utopian or likely. Rather, our probes
could be interpreted as alternative presents [6]; they utilise existing technology but apply different
ideologies to provoke discussion on the contemporary social media designs.
We emphasize that our interviewees were part of the political elite. These elite interviews create
additional considerations for the authors in terms of anonymity and time available [see e.g., 69].
The interviews lasted from one hour to two hours, on average 101 minutes. We started the study in
July 2019 and completed it in December 2019. While we mostly used individual interviews, for two
cases we used pair-interviews due to time restrictions. In these cases, the interviewer ensured that
both participants were engaged in the discussions. We emphasized to the participants that they
were interviewed as representatives of their political party. While we asked them to provide their
personal views, the design probes section they were asked to comment on the ideas also from a
wider perspective based on what they knew about their party.
With our sample of twelve interviewees, we observed saturation in the interviews: participants
raised similar concerns or highlighted similar larger themes in the interviews. However, within
these themes, the reasoning or justifications varied due to party backgrounds. That said, for each
political party, the number of actors was small and might not present the views of the larger political
groups–even when they were asked to engage specifically with party positions. Therefore, it is
possible that the identified differences and positions might change if under a larger debate within
the political party or if a formal manifesto expressing party positions would be written. We identify
these challenges further in Section 5.3. Interviews were transcribed in verbatim for analysis.
Design probes. We used eight design probes to examine reactions to potential directions to
mitigate political polarization (see Figure 2). Each of the design probes was developed to manifest
particular concepts and ideas on how to mitigate political polarisation and how news-centered
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Political crisis in 
Finland!
You might be interested in the following alternative perspectives
Matti Meikäläinen shared the following news story
Faktabaari 





(a) Common design agenda: Rec-
ommending alternative content
to readers
Did you already read this! LOL!
http://www.vihreälanka.fi/politiikka/2018/…
You might be interested in following alternative perspectives
before you share this news story to your friends.
Faktabaari 






content when post is being writ-
ten
Here’s what some of your friends thought about it.
Vihreä Lanka is again 
pushing their propaganda.
Mikko Meikäläinen
Friend of your wife
Vihreä Lanka surprised me 
with their scoop. However, 
they did not acknowledge…
Emmi Esimerkki
Your friend
Did you already read this! LOL!
http://www.vihreälanka.fi/politiikka/2018/…
(c) Recommending alternative
discussions on the topic.
Mikko Meikäläinen shared a news story
Matti Meikäläinen shared a link 
about the same event
Friend of your wife
Political crisis in 
Finland.
Faktabaari 
examined: is it 
true that …
(d) Using social recommendation
when proposing alternative con-
tent.
Political crisis in 
Finland!





that N. N. is…
For students
Farmers think N. 
N. is …
For farmers
Political crisis in 
Finland!
Matti Meikäläinen shared following news story
You might be interested in the following alternative perspectives You might be interested in the following alternative perspectives
N.N. claims 
that ….
(e) Using demography based in-
terest groups to target alterna-
tive content.
Did you read this! LOL!
http://www.vihreälanka.fi/politiikka/2018/…
Published in 12 hours
We first publish this text to some of your friends 
for 24 hours. They make following private 
remarks about your status update. Only you and 
them see these remarks.
Matti Meikäläinen commented
You are in the same hunting club
There was a story about this also in YLE. It is not 
that simple!
Cancel or edit
(f) Forcing considerations by de-
laying the publication of a new
post.
Publish
We believe that your friends would react like this
We estimate that the post gets 15 reactions, 30 comments and 3 shares.
Did you read this! LOL!
http://www.vihreälanka.fi/politiikka/2018/…
(g) Showing predicted reactions
to the content while post is being
written.
Read more about this event
Matti Meikäläinen commented a news story
N.N.: I did not mean that…
In an interview N. N. Commented 
that she did not mean…
N.N. is a total failure!
As recent events show, it is clear 
that…
I’m surprised how events emerge in politics. Is this 
failr? However, I have thought as well…
Political crisis in Finland!
Vihreä Lanka highlighted that….
More of this outlet in the future.
Less of this outlet in the future.
More of this outlet in the future.
Less of this outlet in the future.
More of this outlet in the future.
Less of this outlet in the future.
(h) Providing a user an explicit
means to influence content rec-
ommendations.
Fig. 2. Design probes used in interviews. Interfaces translated in English.
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political discussion takes place in online spaces. Loosely, we followed the concept-driven design
approach [97]: design probes express insights emerging from previous research in material format,
thus connecting the design probe to wider academic discussion on the topic. Given the context, we
also choose to use concepts emerging from political science to design probes which manifested
ideas how political parties relate to citizens, such as the difference between elite and mass parties
[50] and differences between freedom and pluralism [110]. The first four probes previously used by
[77, 78] on studying citizens’ perceptions of mitigating polarization, allowing us to build on this
baseline work. Beyond these, we deepened our perspective on the political nature of the interfaces
and party politics and designed four more probes to examine particularly differences between the
participants from different political parties. The latter four probes provide different mitigation
strategies based on different idealizations of how to intervene users’ behaviour, such as controlling
or increasing users’ freedom or highlighting social responsibility.
The first design probe (Figure 2a) encapsulates the common design agenda: it provides alter-
native media sources4 to supplement the shared opinionated news story and invites readers to
examine alternative perspectives [78]. The following three probes (Figures 2b–2d) modify the first
design probe to support Habermasian ideals of ideal role taking and well-informed discussion [78].
Variations include changing the target from the reader to the distributor of new information, thus
supporting more informed initial posting of these perspectives (Figures 2b and 2c), and modifying
the delivery mechanism to highlight alternative perspectives from other close friends and family
members to highlight the existence of valid opinions (Figures 2c and 2d).
Other design probes provided alternative mitigation strategies. Many political parties in Finland
have an interest group historically related to them. Figure 2e illustrates a perspective where social
groups are explicitly used to target content relevant to their interests. For example, for farmers,
the alternative news source included Maaseudun tulevaisuus (The Rural Future, see footnote 4
for details). This newspaper is published by agriculture advocacy group. Through this interface,
we examined the relevance and social acceptability of explicit interest groups targeting in the
alternative media source recommendations. Figure 2f illustrates a design probe where the content
was initially only shared among a small group of friends and asking them to provide constructive
critique and comments on the post. The content was made publicly available only after 24 hours.
Previous research has suggested that the speed of social media communication limits reflective
thinking [78]. This design probe manifested a solution to these problems by conducting a social
and paternalist intervention. This probe examined the relevance and social acceptability of limiting
personal expression in social media and developing peer-commenting to support expanding social
discussions. Figure 2g presented an idea where the writer would immediately gain feedback of
the reactions a social media post would likely generate in the audience. This probe examined
how interviewees understood the importance of reactions, affectivity and circulation in political
communication in the modern media environment. Finally, Figure 2h presented an interface which
allowed explicit feedback on media outlets. A common critique about news feed recommendation
algorithms is their lack of transparency [for example 39]. Such concerns also emerge when seeking
4 The media sources used correspond to well-known media sources in the Finnish media environment. Vihreä Lanka (or
Lanka) is a newspaper published by the Green party; in Finland, many political parties publish own newspapers where
stories relevant to their perspectives and accounts are presented. Faktabaari is a Finnish fact-checking site, similar to Snopes
in the United States. Helsingin Sanomat (or HS) is the national newspaper with the highest circulation and readership;
it aims to be politically neutral. MV-media is an alternative news site focused on heavily re-framing mainstream media
sources in areas such as migration politics, environmental politics and economics. Ylioppilaslehti is published by the student
union of the University of Helsinki and has established importance in Finnish media, thus it is and often read not only by
students but by journalists as well. Maaseudun tulevaisuus (literal translation: The Rural Future) is a newspaper published
by the Central Union of Agricultural Producers and Forest Owners and focuses to raise and discuss issues relevant for
agriculture and politics.
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to mitigate political polarization [78]. This probe examined the importance and acceptability of
transparency and individual choice in media environments by increasing users’ agency.
Data analysis. We conducted an inductive qualitative analysis for the data [93]. First, both of the
authors individually examined the transcribed interviews using open coding [98]. Following open
coding, re-coding was conducted to abstract open codes. During this stage, codes were merged to
generate meaningful larger categories. Finally, content in each category was re-read to examine
the differences between political parties in detail. When required, additional open coding was
conducted to ensure that these differences were visible in the data analysis. The authors met several
times to discuss their interpretations, codes used and thematic categories relevant for the study. The
interviews were interpreted together with background information of the actors and the political
parties (see Table 1). When these are used in the Findings sections, they are explicit references.
Furthermore, we examined the quotes used in the paper and ensured that we both agreed with the
interpretations. This is to ensure that analysis represents not the personal opinions of each author,
but a shared consensus agreement based on the data.
4 FINDINGS
4.1 Technology understanding among interviewees
Before moving further in our results, we will discuss briefly about the understanding of social
media and technology among the interviewed participants. Our interviewees demonstrated that
their parties had paid attention to think about politics in social media. Furthermore, these insights
suggested that they could approach technology critically. All of them used social media in a
professional context. They interpreted the design probes with reflective approach and compared the
interfaces with existing social media service designs. For example, the participants paid attention
to the details of the interfaces and discussed potential effects these systems could have:
[- -] quite small details [of the design] can make a difference to the political discussions
(GP2)
We observed that the interviewees raised concerns about the technical feasibility of the proposed
interfaces. This is not surprising as they were speculative in nature: their implementation would
have required extensive natural language processing and understanding of perspective taking–still
a future scenario in artificial intelligence research. Most importantly, they raised these technical
aspects unprompted by our interviewer. For example, comments like the following occurred across
all political parties.
It is hard to believe that computers could interpret the tones of the text, for example,
irony or sarcasm, that well, so it could realistically estimate [the reactions of other
users]. (LC)
The interviewees used technical jargon like “an algorithm” correctly to articulate their concerns.
Their responses also suggested that they follow the increasing presence of critical tones (for example,
critical algorithm, platform and data studies) in computing research – and the popular press. For
example, a couple of the participants explained how recommendation systems could be a threat to
democracy because of their imperceptible nature and demanded more transparency, thus citing
well established line of thought.
I think that transparency is important. From the perspective of political discussions, it
is a problem and a threat to democracy that you do not know why something is shown
to you. (SDP2)
Overall, the participants saw that increasing political discussion and mitigating political polar-
ization with interface designs is beneficial for society. However, as we suspected, disagreements
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emerged about the possible effects of the designs, thus presenting underlying differences in how
they assumed people act and are motivated in our society. We will now elaborate on these more
extensively.
RQ1: Intervention mechanisms
During the interviews, we asked interviewees how they consider people might use or react to the
design probes. We saw how participants from different political parties reacted to these design
probes and interpreted the potential of the behavioural change mechanisms.
4.2 Intervention delivered through social engagement
Reactions on the speculative interfaces focused on utilizing social interaction as a mitigating effect
(Figures 2c, 2d and 2f). Interviewees perceived their opportunities for behavioural change differently.
Participants from more established parties seemed to consider that this type of interventions would
support a more balanced discussion, accounting for different valid perspectives and accounts:
If your friend, your good and trustworthy friend has an opinion on the topic, it draws
attention. If your friend has posted something, it makes you think that okay, I was
going to share poor content and my friend has already noted that maybe things are
not that simple. (NC1)
[Can you describe what has been the designer’s goal with this design?] Maybe the goal
is that your friends will come and help you to do a more balanced or considered post.
[What do your party think about this goal?] I think that our party would agree with it.
[Why do you think they would agree?] I think we can all agree that more thoughtful
and versatile posts are better than less considered posts. (GP1)
In this case, the designer is probably hoping that the individual knows what the people
around them think about the topic. In addition, it gives perspectives that your friends
have not said. (NC2)
However, the Finns party representative considered that such interface might lead to conflicts
among friends. Therefore, they were hesitant to recommend close social friends and instead
suggested that if social contacts are used in the recommendation, they ought not to use close social
friends due to the risk of conflict and stigmatization.
I think that it would be better if the alternative perspectives were not from your
acquaintances. For example, it could show posts that have been popular on the topic.
[Why do you think that would be better?] If you see posts from the people close to
you, it could cause conflicts. If the alternatives were posts from popular individuals or
popular posts, it would be more distant. (FP)
This said, we acknowledge that other interviewees raised concerns about social interventions as
well. However, the concerns were not related to the social delivery mechanisms. For example, an
interviewee from the Green Party highlighted that a social delivery mechanism might lead to “fear
of missing out-phenomena” and thus lead to increased anxiety or even hook users to social media
services. However, even these interviewees, while hesitant on the deployment of the mechanism
did not consider the plan politically inappropriate.
4.3 Intervention through knowledge increase
Another direction in the design probes focused on increasing participants’ knowledge through
providing alternative perspectives (Figures 2a, 2b, 2e). This lead to extensive discussions on how
legitimate information is defined, which we elaborate more extensively in Section 4.4. Another
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dimension in our interviews related to how participants thought the users might react when
interacting through these design probes. Reactions to these were divided: some participants did not
object to such interfaces – even while cautious about their potential – whereas others highlighted
how facing information from a different perspective would lead to irritation, or cognitive dissonance,
from readers’ perspective.
[- - ] diversification is a good thing but I feel that the writer might get annoyed if they
get too extreme alternatives. (CD)
We all share and comment content based on the titles or introductory paragraphs
and that way as social media users influence our community. If we would read other
perspectives, maybe our actions would not be so black-and-white. People with better
knowledge-base act better and this is an attempt towards it. (GP1)
4.4 Defining legitimate information
We intentionally included MV-media to the news recommendation. It is a news site often associated
as “fake news” in Finnish media ecosystem (see footnote 4 for details). Thematically, MV-media is
critical towards immigration and the prevalent political establishment, traits shared with the Finns
Party. Our results indicate all participants from other parties, both in the left and right, were highly
cautious about including MV-media to the recommendations.
It has been pointed out that, for example the MV-media’s content is not based on facts
and part of it might be misinformation. I hope that any user interface would not share
any content or journalism, which is not based on facts. I would not even call that as
journalism, because I feel that it causes a big part of the problems that I have faced in
our [party’s] social media. (SDP1)
If [the user interface] promotes this kind of fake news as alternative source side by side
with Faktabaari and Helsingin Sanomat, it backfires the idea. There should be some
kind of filter that does not pick this kind of content as an alternative perspective. (NC1)
We observed that the interviewees returned to this topic several times during the interviews,
suggesting they felt strongly about this topic and objected using media sites seen as illegitimate in
these systems. The Finns party interviewee formulated their objection differently. In person, they
were against the media site and highlighted that no media source is neutral. However, they still
thought that it might be interesting to many citizens.
I would hope that people would click the link of Helsingin Sanomat. I am disappointed
with Faktabaari, because it has not turned out as neutral fact-checker and naturally,
I would not recommend MV media to anyone. Surely, all of these would interest an
ordinary citizen. (FP)
RQ2: Underlying values and ideologies
In regards to intervention mechanisms, it appeared that no large differences exist between the
participants. However, in a detailed analysis ofmotivations and reasons in the interviewees’ reactions
we observed larger variance between political parties. These related to values parties have perceived
important to their own ideologies. We will now discuss three themes where we observed differences
between the participants from different parties.
4.5 Paternalism and freedom
The first difference we observed related to the positive and negative feelings towards intervening
people’s behaviour with interface design. Some participants felt strongly that some of the interfaces
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were limiting political discussions and freedom of speech too much, whereas some others thought
that depending on the context, too much freedom for the user is bad and occasionally limiting
discussions and actions were seen as positive. Here we observed that participants’ reactions related
to their political background and context. These reactions were teased out through some design
probes, which appeared to trigger more extensive reflection focused on guardianship and individual
freedom in social media.
Figure 2f proposed that a time lag could be forced to limit and require participants to reflect
their position. This design probe evoked different perspectives on power and control established
through technology. Nobody was very pleased with the idea of a long time lag and everyone felt
that 24-hour wait before publishing was too long and would limit excessively political discussions.
That said, some of the interviewees thought that a shorter time lag might improve discussions and
decrease impulsive negative posts and comments. Affirmative reactions seemed to emerge from
participants of the left side of the political sector – but not consistently from all of them.
This 24-hour time lag is quite rough. If the time lag was shorter, it could be thought of
as a good thing that people would consider before they post. (GP2)
[Would you think that shorter time lag could work?] I would say that in many cases, a
one hour time lag would be good. (LC)
Other interviewees were more ambivalent on the idea. An interviewee from National Coalition
party highlighted that being respectful towards others in social media is part of their bourgeois
manner, therefore explicitly bringing up the party’s historical position and role in the Finnish
society. However, following more right-wing freedom ideas, they were cautious on implications of
limiting personal expression in social media. They balanced these conflicting values by proposing a
novel semi-paternalistic approach to apply this design probe:
If you could define when the time lag is on, for example, from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m. there
would be a reconsideration period, so people could in the morning check what they
have tried to post at midnight from the pub. (NC2)
Also, strongly negative perspectives emerged towards this design probe. The interviewees from
the Centre Party and the Finns Party perceived that any form of time lag would limit the freedom of
speech and therefore, harm political discussion. The Finns Party interviewee provided the strongest
formulation of these concerns:
This is very custodial and I would say that it is almost like guiding children. I would say
that nobody would be very pleased about this. [What do you think about your party
would think about this?] They would be very negative about it. [Why so?] Because
we value the freedom of speech and free discussions more. We believe that people are
capable of searching for information on their own and deciding what they want to
share and when. (FP)
Similar concerns were raised with design probe providing users to change to explicitly manipulate
the news feed recommendations (Figure 2e). Conflict emerged between freedom and ability to
use the technology to develop a more pluralistic social media, that is, if a user should be given
such freedom or if the proposed approach would be harmful for the user. Careful considerations
of bringing these two aspects up were clearly present in the interviewees’ comments. Across the
parties, many interviewees thought that giving more control to the user is a good thing, but it
contests the plurality of social media.
I would see it as positive if the user had some possibilities of choice. But in the per-
spective of deliberative democracy, this might cause filter bubbles and I wonder if
this would enrich the quality of the discussions. If the goal is to have polyphonic and
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diverse social media, would this promote discussions where people could learn from
each other and then achieve common goals? However, for users, this might be okay.
(CD)
However, participants from parties which have a higher support for cultural and social diversity
suggested that plurality of media accounts should be enforced. These interviewees were most
concerned that a design direction like this would lead to situations, where people are even more in
their filter bubbles and only reading and following like-minded media sources. Therefore, allowing
users to hide media sources should be limited to ensure cultural and social diversity:
[Would you like to change something about this?] I would remove these ”more of this
magazine” and ”less of this magazine” [buttons]. (SPP)
I would prefer that there would be only this “more of this magazine” [button] but not
the “less of this magazine”. If you would like to see all of the content that Vihreä Lanka
publishes, I would see that as positive. But this is overall confusing. (SDP1)
Participants observed that such design might increase transparency and users’ knowledge about
news recommendation systems. Therefore, it was suggested this design would also increase people’s
knowledge about polarization and filter bubbles in social media. However, the participants also
commented that right now social media works imperceptibly in a similar way and showing its logic
might not have any effect but is not either harmful for the users.
The observations from these two design probes show how political ideologies may influence
on proposed mitigation strategies. The discussion of economic and personal freedom and cultural
and social plurality are dividing the Finnish political map (recall Figure 1). Those ideologies were
present when the participants provided detailed commentary and critique on these design probes.
Thus, while across the interviewees there was mostly consensus that knowledge increase would be
beneficial and more considered and thoughtful posts would improve political communication, the
way these goals are implemented have different levels of political acceptability.
4.6 Communality
Political parties have historically particular interest groups and communities related to them which
have provided them with a strong vote base. Even while partisanship is now decreasing [25], these
roles are still strongly present. In Finland, the Centre Party has historically advocated the interests
of individuals living in rural areas and promotes a decentralized society and local communities
(see Table 1). The importance of local communities was present in the answers both of the Centre
Party’s interviewees. They were most positive about design probes that they thought to increase
the sense of belonging between people. Furthermore, they stated that socially and communally
oriented design goals would be aligned with their party’s values.
I think that this aims for engagement. There is a lot of users on social media sites, who
feel lonely. With this, they can see better how others are doing. This shows other’s
opinions. Kind of ”micro-discussions”. (CP1) [How would your party react to these
goals?] I think this highlights the value of commonality and we see that as positive.
(CP2)
This is suitable for our values (CP1) If we list our values, there is freedom, there is
responsibility, this emphasizes caring, there is a community and this treats the different
perspectives equally. (CP2)
Similarly, political parties have been historically evolving from a focus on elites (cadre parties) or
as mass-based parties [50]. In Finland, the Social Democratic Party has historically had more mass-
based party dynamics and a strong link with labour unions [68]. Following these mass-based party
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ideals, interviewees representing such parties were positive towards the interest-group focused
design probe (Figure 2h) and commented that giving interest group’s viewpoint, the user would
have important information to advocate his or her rights.
It is good that people have the information. For example, if somebody is a farmer, it
is good that they have information on the topic from their context, so that they can
advocate their rights. At the same time, it is important that you can see things from
other perspectives as well. (SDP2)
Those opposing these types of interventions highlighted how the designs may lead to even
stronger development of ”echo chamber”’ or ”filter bubbles.” They argued that people naturally sur-
round themselves with like-minded individuals and therefore, the interfaces based on commonality
might separate people and political discussions even more and increase political polarization.
4.7 Informed decision-making
Finally, while there was a general preference towards more informed discussion in most interviews,
the preference seemed to be more important for the interviewees of parties that have higher
education votes: the Green Party, Left Alliance, and National Coalition Party [108]. The preference
of knowledge increased design probes over social engagement interventions emerged from the
understanding that their party believes in fact-based discussions and science.
We – at least our party’s active people, who I know – are academic-oriented people.
We believe that increasing knowledge always does good. (GP1)
On many occasions, I have thought that can we just discuss as the facts say. Then, we
can accept that not everybody has the same opinions but I accept that and they can
still be good people. [What your party think of this?] Since the beginning the National
Coalition’s ideology has been to bring different perspectives together. (NC1)
The comment from the interviewee of National Coalition Party highlighted the relativity of
legitimate information. Rather, they sought to support individual evaluation – even using original
sources as evidence – to support both personal freedom and knowledge-backed political engage-
ments. Thus, the comment shows not only how parties’ voters influence these decisions but also
how such pragmatic perspectives are tied together with other ideological accounts as well.
RQ3: Political elites’ perspectives on social media
On several occasions, the interviewees highlighted how proposed design changes would challenge
their ability to communicate about politics. We observed that these concerns highlight design
constraints of political interfaces, beyond values and ideologies examined above. However, unlike
in the two categories examined above, we did not observe disagreements between party lines in
these reactions. Rather, these concerns were presented rather unanimously in all interviews.
Partly their reactions expand established scholarship on how individuals use and consider social
media. For example, managing impressions and maintaining profile were critical in their responses.
These themes have been widely examined in social computing scholarship [among others, 16],
building on top of classics like Goffman [41]. However, in this issue, the interviewees were not
concerned about privacy, information disclosure, context collapse or discussed advanced targeting
tools to allow them to communicate to sub-populations of their social media followers – which are
major concerns in studies among ordinary citizens [see for example reviews 16, 19, 116]. Rather, the
challenges on impression management emerged against the platform: when content was presented
with alternative platform-chosen content (such as Figures 2a and 2e), interviewees raised concern
that their political message could be interpreted to support also the content suggested by the
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platform. Thus, they were concerned if their comments would be seen to advocate content they do
not endorse.
For the perspective of our representatives, they do not want that their posts are associ-
ated with links that they disagree with. (SDP1)
Concerns were also raised in relation to political practices. The participants brought up particular
demands of political communication. The participants’ reactions to time lag in posting (see Figure 2f)
were mostly negative. The interviewees were concerned it would delay their ability to express
political opinions on ”hot” topics, and highlighted how reaction speed is essential for these topics.
What is a short time? Sometimes I feel that if you post something to Twitter, somebody
has reacted to it after 10 seconds. In my opinion, every kind of time lag – 24 hours, 12
hours, hour, or ten minutes – are too long. (CP1)
In my work, this would be useless. [Why it would be useless?] For example, if the
Finnish prime minister says something that we need to react immediately, this media
is not usable for that. [Would you feel that this kind of social media would be usable if
the time lag was shorter?] To some extent, yes, but I would prioritise other [platforms],
where I could publish the response immediately. A system that would publish handouts
only next day would be worthless. I would not use it but delete it and find a new one.
(GP1)
Similarly, the interviewees observed that tools which predicted potential reactions (see Figure 2g)
are interesting for politics as well. However, the interviewees were cautious about how they
articulated their perspectives on these as they acknowledge that while it could lead to political
gains, it might not be good for political discussions overall. This may suggest that there are
underlying norms of political communication in social media space as well, such as avoiding
optimizing the affective reactions knowingly.
If these estimates were correct, possibly many would create posts in a way that they
would get reactions, shares, and comments, as much as possible. I do not believe that
it would create better social media posts but maybe those would spread out more.
It depends on the person. If the person’s most important goal is to spread out their
content, maybe this would be useful to them. (FP)
I do not like this. It would be useful in my work, especially this [estimate of the number
of reactions]. If I could buy this as an expansion, I would buy this. [So, do you think that
for a political party’s communication this would be a good thing?] Yes, for a party’s
communications this would be good but for the society, this would be very bad. (SPP)
This kind of responses demonstrated how interviewees experienced that social media platforms
are critical in their communication. Partly this related to lack of gatekeeping in social media
platforms, which allows them to immediately communicate with the public and engage with them.
However, underlying them is acknowledging that media system is hybrid [i.e.,traditional and newer
media influence each other, see e.g., 22]. Therefore, the critical role of social media platforms did
not emerge only from the lack of gatekeeping: rather as social media is linked with traditional
media, reactions and speed can support media exposure.
5 DISCUSSION
Computer scientists have increasingly acknowledged that values, politics and ethics are essential in
computer science education and research [106]. Human-computer interaction and social computing
scholars have either focused on feminism, post-colonialism and other critical approaches to examine
how politics is embedded with technologies [51] or engaged to examine how technology could
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help civic society to more deeply participate in political debate and action [for review, see 76].
However, previous work has used institutionalized party politics only as a control variable in the
research design, checking if intervention results uphold across different political leanings. Our
work presents a different take on party elites and party politics in human-computer interaction
scholarship and in particular, interface design: our work was fuelled to understand frictions across
party alignments.
Our findings draw out initial insights on how political parties have different takes on interfaces
designed to mitigate political polarisation. Our results demonstrate how political elites’ reflections
on design probes emerge from historical developments and were deeply rooted in the values
political parties have: the Centre Party emphasized communality (Section 4.6), the Social Democratic
Party highlighted mass-movement based politics (Section 4.6) and paternalism (Section 4.5) and
the National Coalition Party highlighted freedom in their responses (Sections 4.5 and 4.7). The
historical background creates a wider context from which our interviewees created interpretations
and assumptions on the potential of our design probes.
Our work suggests that interface design researchers and practitioners should evolve their prac-
tices to account party politics in interfaces when linked to democratic and political processes. In
our review of the previous work, we showed that scholars working on interfaces integrated into
political processes, such as discussion, media reading or even decision-making rarely acknowledge
how (political) values and beliefs are embedded into their work. Our initial findings suggest that
there are strong conflicting perspectives (like paternalism and freedom) which must be accounted
for in these systems. A common solution to conflicting perspectives among users is to bring in
their experience, knowledge and values into the design work. That is, one can apply participatory
design approaches. However, as political values can be deeply rooted and conflict rising across the
ideological spectrum, we are sceptical on the outcomes and therefore, the potential benefits of this
type of intervention.
Another design direction is to investigate adaptive systems for political discussions. Already
now we use other highly personal attributes, such as personality [81], to deliver user interface
adaptations. However, when using political stances for adaptive user interfaces, we believe the
question is not if it can be done, but rather should it be done. Extensive work has shown that
interfaces shape user behaviour and emotional state [among many others 88, 94]. Thus, if we adapt
interfaces for political discussion, we acknowledge and even drive for different user behaviours
in political discussion. This might lead to further separation of citizens in political topics, as the
user experience and actions might different. Therefore, while we argue that there is a need to
develop practices and acknowledge party politics in interface design, further research is required
to understand the pros and cons of the different approaches to acknowledge the political realm of
these kinds of interfaces.
To conclude, this paper provides two contributions to interface design work: first, we call for
conceptual expansion of technology frames to understand how different frames exist in the society
and second, we call out how ethical questions emerge for practitioners. Underlying there is a
need to acknowledge the importance of party politics when researching and designing interfaces
for political discussions and expression. To help in this work, we propose that human-computer
interaction scholars and practitioners seek to more deeply engage with political sciences to use
their knowledge about parties and their roles to understand and potentially mitigate conflicts which
may emerge. This work took initial steps towards this direction. We took advantage of different
party types (such as elite, mass, and catch-all parties, [50]) and versatile political ideologies (see
Table 1) in our analysis, showing its utility to understand the frictions emerging.
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5.1 Why we should study up in social computing research?
Our research was studying up, or examining elites within political structures to understand how
they reflect social media services. As we observed, via this approach we could speak more deeply
about the political perspectives considered when designing social media services. We are not
advocating that their wishes about interfaces should be implemented as-is. The overreaching aim
for any work which seeks to study up is not to give more power to the elites, but rather examine
and discuss how elites behave–like we have done. This said, we believe that the work also gives
new perspectives to topics studied by social computing scholars, highlighting that elite perspective
helps us to reflect about our previous theoretical apparatus and help to rethink them.
For example, our participants highlighted the importance of impression management even for
such elite users. However, compared to traditional (and albeit somewhat older research) impression
management and profile work, we observed a novel nuance in their responses. Traditionally we have
examined challenges emerging from users’ actions and inactions, presenting self to various different
social groups and automated profile presentations. For our elites, the challenge of impression
management does not only emerge from the user activities, but expands also to discuss how the
content is framed and contextualized by the service. They highlighted how profile work takes place
in a complex algorithmic system, including humans and code. For our interviewees, profile work is
no longer individual, but rather is a combination of posters’ profile work, spectators’ profile work
(such as choosing friendships, following media outlets etc.) and autonomous algorithmic analysis
of the system. In the modern data-driven approaches, individuals also interact with computers
without their knowledge [23], complicating the nature of profile work. Our interviewees were
very conscious about the profile work and impression management they do and what effects social
media platforms might have on it. Therefore, we suggest that these elite users are indeed lead users
in profile work of present day more complex social media environment. Further research of profile
work in increasingly autonomous algorithmic systems is warranted.
Second, when our elites spoke about values and articulated (when prompted) interfaces through
these kinds of lenses, it could be said that the technologywas framed by political values. Traditionally
when examining technology frames, scholars have explored organizations, referring to workplaces
or social groups. In these contexts, technology frames are used to understand how user groups
within the organization perceived technology and what are the reasons for such framing [e.g.,
52, 82, 103]. Our research provides suggestive evidence that these technology frames may also be
present in larger groups, such as nation states. It appears that party context is a rich source for
values and assumptions on human behaviour, as our interviewees demonstrated. Therefore, users’
political leaning can direct their perception of the technology and motivations behind a system
design. Further research exploring political leaning and acceptability of different design ideas or
even more explicitly the frames given to technology may be warranted. If effects are observed,
they could be similar to original studies from Orlikowski and Gash [82]: different groups might
demonstrate scepticism towards systems or embed assumptions about the role of technology. Such
believes have clear implications on how the technology is perceived to be used and which design
directions are perceived worth pursuing. Technological frames based on party identity (or other
aspects of identify politics) may impact how technologies are taken into use.
Both of these ideas emerged from focusing to study up, examine how elites perceive technologies.
The results do not mean that we should rethink profile work or technology frames immediately.
Rather, it indicates that researchers can rethink some concepts by using elites as a special group
whose perspectives may fruitfully expand concepts we have used to study ordinary people.
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5.2 Economical and political interests in the design of social media
Contemporary scholars have highlighted how platform companies have power and can therefore
be dangerous for democracy. Social and search media platforms are under heavy investigations,
their power is prominently discussed in the literature, and scholars discuss how economic interest
run the design of such systems [among many others, see 38, 40]. Our results speak on the other
side of the coin: how political interest groups could seek political gains through these interfaces.
Our results provide initial support on seeking such gains by supporting approaches which seem
to also relate to political stances. Most prominently this was present in the extensive discussion
on legitimate information sources (Section 4.4) showed how our interviewees conducted politics
through classification work, seeking to limit information sources they (and their parties) found
questionable. The results may be more versatile in other countries, like the U.S., where many
journalistic media are less politically neutral. However, the choice about legitimate information
which can be distributed and recommended allows parties to choose or limit outlets they consider
not supporting their agenda and perspectives.
Second, we also observed indicators that interviewees highlighted how an interface may support
forms of participation that are beneficial for their party’s supporters. For example, participants
from political parties whose voters most often have a higher education degree saw value in more
evidence-based and information-driven political discussion (Sections 4.3 and 4.7), even suggesting
that beyond media, the system could recommend original research. We remind that such ideas
might limit the political expression and participation from less-educated citizens, who might not
be used to evidence-based argumentation.
Based on these examples we can envision that social media service designs can strengthen
cartel parties [50]. Cartel parties use the resources from the state to maintain its position and
limit potential competition. Limiting operations of social media services, increasingly critical for
political expression, is one potential way to limit competition. The extreme case of such behaviour
would be explicitly strategic, such as gerrymandering in the United States. While our results did
not indicate this is a strategy in use, we highlight the opportunities for digital gerrymandering.
In digital gerrymandering political parties would manipulate the design of social media so that it
would favour a party or class in their participation to public discourse. The impacts would not be
as drastic as in traditional gerrymandering, where the boundaries of an electoral constituency are
drawn to favour one party or class. However, strategically excluding less-supportive voices from
social media services could lead to changes in media agenda, public discussion and have similar
kind of implications as choosing ones representatives.
With this digital gerrymandering we highlight that commercial entities are not the only actors
who might have an interest to strategically support their interests through interface design and
mechanisms. This is troubling as recently there have been increasing demands for the governments
to regulate these companies. Our results tentatively indicate that these regulators as political actors
might supplement companies’ economic interests with interests for political power. Therefore, we
recommend careful and balanced consideration of how digital space is regulated to ensure it does
not just lead to replacing one form of interests driving the design agenda with another form of
interests.
5.3 Limitations and Future research
Like any study, this research has limitations which set limits on its generalizability. First, while
interviews saturated in themes which emerged, indicating that additional interviews are unlikely
to provide additional perspectives, per party the number of informants was one or two. Therefore,
we did not capture what disagreements may appear within the parties: potentially, additional
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interviews would provide more diverse perspectives. This said, these differences could be attributed
to further ideological divisions which take place within a single party; therefore, the main argument
that political ideologies have implications to interface design would remain stable, while a richer
account would be given. Similarly, studying the Finnish context means that single results on
preferences of left leaning or right leaning parties (or, any other political ideologies) should not be
generalized. Instead, additional studies would be required across countries to examine how parties
differ and provide insights for building a more extensive model to inform interaction designers and
scholars.
Second, our research approach focused on elites only and omitted citizens’ perspectives from the
analysis completely. Naturally, political elites seek to represent the opinions of citizens, thus the
approach has some merits. However, it is unclear how well they can do it in regards to technology
design. Therefore, additional research is needed to understand what kind (if any) differences emerge
in citizens’ technology frames when examining interfaces for political participation and comparing
these across party alignments. This approach might yield different results as overall political parties’
role and citizens’ attachment to parties have been decreasing. Interesting opportunity here could
be to seek to integrate these design probes into survey research, which would also allow a larger
sample size compared to traditional interview-based qualitative studies.
Third, the design probes naturally limit how and what participants commented during the
interviews. Even further designs, potentially drawing more closely from political science literature
and being hypothesis-driven could help us to map the party positions more explicitly. Alternatively,
to allow more freedom for participants, design sessions with party officials and MPs could help to
gather similar types of data, which could be analysed using the same methodology as we used in
this work.
While these limitations have implications on the generalizability of our research, we believe
that discussed findings regarding the importance of political ideologies and historical context, the
concerns of digital gerrymandering, and existence of special demands for impression management
are not dependant on our data collection process. Therefore, we invite further scholar engagement
with the political study of interfaces used for political discussion.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Our work acknowledged that generally human–computer interaction scholars acknowledge that
values are embedded to any technologies they developed [80, 111] and have developed several
approaches to account for this in their work [e.g., value-sensitive, participatory and speculative
design approaches; 11, 14, 34, 49, 70, 112]. However, when human–computer interaction scholars
design systems for political participation and engagement, these critical considerations are less
prominently present. In this work, we identified how politics may present itself in these domains
and discussed the democratic implications of these, Our analysis shows that political values and
ideologies can be seen in reactions to both to exact deliverymechanisms as well as deeper underlying
values technologies may manifest. For example, some members of political elites preferred more
paternalistic values while others highlighted the importance of freedom. Second, we suggested
that studying political elites instead of (ordinary) users provides insights which may help to move
theoretic discussion forward. Based on our results, we discuss how challenging landscape designing
for politics is given the diverging values in society and discuss challenges and benefits of particular
design directions. Our results provide a starting point to balance the discussion on design of social
media platforms. Today, many discussants highlight that platforms’ economic interests drive their
choices and ask for alternative approaches. However, involving governments regulation directly
could make the design open for political interests. These discussions invite additional scholarship
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on potential design approaches which consider the party politics as well as more empirical research
on political ideologies in the design and acceptability of digital systems.
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